
May 16, 1945 - Wednesday evening, Nice – (A.M.) France  

My dear Brother Billy,  

I am worry in this moment because I have not114 letters of my Tom  and also of my 

brother Billy. I hope with all my heart that you are still in Europe and what115 you are not 

leaving. I was waiting with impatience the end of the war in Europe, and now I am more worry 

what116 before because I am thinking all the time, where you are going now? I hope you are not 

going to the Pacifique. I hope so what you have received my letter and you are always in good 

health. What are you doing now? Where are you? My dear brother Billy I am sorry because I not 

write often to you, but I hope what117 you understand me. You know what118 I work in the day 

time and what119 I have not too much time for me. I write to my Tom and you know that is 

enough long for me, but I never forget you and with my mother and father we speak very often 

about you. My family shall be very, very happy to see you again. I see Suzanne often in the Red 

Cross and we talk about you also. I hope and pray what you and my Tom shall come spend seven 

days of holidays here with the U.S.R.R.A. I think all the American soldiers must come. This 

shall be very wonderfull and we shall can have still one very good time, we shall go swimming 

and bicyclette,120 dance, too many good things. My Tom is one very good boy, he writes very 

often to me. Now I have not letters since nine days but I think it’s the mistake of the Post-Office 

and not my Tom who forget me. I miss my Tom too much and I love him with all my heart, I 

hope and pray what the destiny shall be good for us, and never shall separate us. In Nice, the 

weather is very nice but already too much warm, same in the summer, too many people go 

swimming. I am go one time only because I have not too much time for this. I hope what you 

have good news of your brother and of your family. I hope so what you are not too much sad and 

that the war go finish quickly in the world. I hoping receive good letter of you soon, I must close 

                                                 
114don’t have any 
115that 
116than 
117that 
118that 
119that 
120cycling 



my note for to-day in sending to you all my best regards with those of my Mother and Father. 

My best remembrance at my brother Billy what121 I never forget.  

Andrée, your sister of122 France 

  

                                                 
121who 
122from 
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